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Abstract: The study aims to draw attention to the seven representative
elements of the Romanian culture included in the UNESCO Immaterial
Patrimony. The methodology used to conduct the study has been laboratory
research to describe the objectives, as well as the cartographic method to
highlight their spatial distribution. The obtained results are found under
the descriptive text of the specific maps. The study leaves room for further
analysis to add value to culture, to society and to immaterial patrimony.
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INTRODUCTION
Initially the heritage was represented by material elements, then in
1997 the notion of "immaterial patrimony of humanity", which UNESCO
defines as "traditions to be protected”- languages and endangered cultures,
artisan handicraft almost disappeared, crafts or forms of popular artistic
expression that must be protected by the authorities for future generations.
"Heritage is a Latin word meaning" paternal inheritance, "and later changed
its meaning into "family good " (Mera, 2013; Ilies et al., 2016; Teodorescu
et al 2013).
The immaterial patrimony of the Romanian people resulted from the
ensemble of traditional family habits transposed into the concept of
folklore. "Folklore can be divided into two areas of study: rituals (culture,
behavior), transmissible entities (oral tradition), artefacts and culture."
(Mera, 2013; Teodorescu et al.,2016; Draghici et al., 2016)
In 2013, on November 12, the "Permanent Joint Commission of the
Chamber of Deputies and the Senate Chamber celebrated for the first time
the UNESCO World Heritage Day in Romania. At that time, the Parliament
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also adopted the declaration on the protection and promotion of Romania's
heritage sites on UNESCO's list"(Cuciureanu, 2014; Teodorescu, 2009;
Pintilii et al., 2017)
On November 16, 1972 there was signed in Paris the Convention for
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage/ Patrimony, a day
that is celebrated every year as World Heritage Day.
Romania currently nowadays has seven categories of objectives included
on the List of Immaterial Patrimony of the Humanity (Figure 1):
• The ritual of “Calusul” (included in 2005)
• Doina (2009)
• Ceramic/ pottery from Horezu (2012)
• Men's gang door- to door carol singing (2013)
• The Young men gang ritual of “Ticuş” (2015)
• Traditional Techniques of weaving fabrics (2016)
• Mărţişorul (2017)

Fig. 1 - Spatial distribution of UNESCO intangible patrimony elements
Source: Processing according to Heritage List, Ministry of Culture, 2018

Besides, they also want to be added to the list of Immaterial
Heritage: the symbol of the Romanian folk costume and the romance, a
lyrical song expressing the deep feeling of love.
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METHODOLOGY
In order to accomplish the article, we have consulted the lists of the
Immaterial Cultural Heritage Institute, then through the method of the
laboratory research, based on other specialized studies, we have selected the
information useful for the description of each objective. We have used the
ArcMap software to draw up the maps. Thus, we have overlapped the
contour of Romania, the administrative-territorial units, specific to each
category, and we have used symbols of different shapes and colours to
highlight their areas and their density.
RESULTS
Consequently to the application of the methodology, the following
results have been obtained: Ritual of “callus”. It was declared in 2005 as the
cultural masterpiece of humanity, being the first component on the
UNESCO List of Immaterial Cultural Patrimony.
It is an 18th century documentarily certified ritual, attested by
Dimitrie Cantemir, which he considers to be a "play close to superstitions"
(belief in the supernatural forces), since the cluster of “calusari” (cloak
dancers) is divine and conveys a pre-Christian message. The largest spread
is in Olt County, followed by Teleorman, Dolj, Valcea, Giurgiu and
Ialomita (Figure 2).
There is a legend according to which: rusaliile” (rushes) are
considered to be "evil creatures called “Jele” that have the appearance of
beautiful girls who appear at night and enchant men by singing and dancing,
leaving them sick. The role of coworkers is to prevent this and heal those
affected by these creatures, protecting both humans and animals, s well as
crops. "(Firică, C., 2005)
There is a legend that “rusaliile” are considered to be "evil creatures
called Jele that have the appearance of beautiful girls who appear at night
and enchant men by singing and dancing, leaving them sick”. The role of
coworkers is to prevent this and heal those affected by these creatures,
protecting both humans and animals and crops. "(Firică, 2005)
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Fig. 2. - Spatial distribution of “Calusul” Ritual
Source: Processing according to the Heritage List, made up by the Ministry of Culture, 2018

The name of the “calusar” (dancer of “calusul”) comes from the
horse, an animal considered fantastic and has passed among the prehistoric
gods. A contemporary form of maintaining the tradition is “Căluşul”, a
ritual inherited by Romanians from their ancestors, Geto- Dacians.
The roulette game is a Romanian folk dance that includes a group of
games, songs and shouting, of the lads, in the week of the holidays of
“Rusaliile” (Pentecost).
The group is made up of voices that mimic the trick and gallop of
the horse; parts are hierarchically distributed in the mute, bitch, helper
burglar, cloakroom and the “stegar" (a kind of flag bearer). The groups are
organized in an odd number: 3,7,9,11 (Firică, 2005), and through the
costume elements and also by the dancers they try to gain the enviable
features of the horse: virility, power, elegance.
Costumes/ outfit:
“Calusarii” dancers have a characteristic garment made up of:
- hat with ribbons (depending on the ethnographic area - black fez
decorated with basil or wormwood in southern areas and with feathers or
fir-tree in the northern central areas)
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- the stick symbolizes man's connection with the earth
- tassels and bumps on the legs
- the sticks placed in a crucified manner over the shirt (red-colored
Handkerchief-offered by women as token of fertility and marriage).
The costume was being worn during the holidays of “Rusalii” only
during at day- time. The dominant white color highlights the redness of
some pieces, an antidote against the evil eye.
The costume elements of the “calusari”:
The flag is an important element of the “calusari” ritual, believed to
have divine power. It is made of sacred wood (oak, hazel, lime).
The stick, that individualizes the dancer of “calusul”. During the
game, the rookies leave the impression that they take their flight, while
riding the rods, the stick is the only support that binds them to the ground.
The bells imitate the voice of divinity, cast out and remove the evil
spirits; they are worn by hoods to keep them out of the way.
The dancers are wearing cure plants around their waists, considered
healing plants active against disease.
“Dorul” (the feeling of longing for, or missing somebody or
something, a kind of nostalgia) (Longing/ missing) is a specific Romanian
word, a feeling that can be transposed on a melodic line, thus becoming a
“a song of sorrow” (complex mingle of feelings like grief, pain or bitterness)
"It is the only original feature of Romanian songs, to my mind" says
George Enescu. Gradually people brought it to the level of the emblematic
mark or label of traditional Romanian music.
Documentary attestation of “doina” (this special song type) is done
since Dimitrie Cantemir's "Descriptio Moldavie" in the eighteenth century,
considered to be a Dacian song by excellence. Later, Vasile Alecsandri says:
"Doina is the most vivid expression of the Romanian soul. It includes its
feelings of pain, love and longing. The song of “doina”, for whoever
understands it, is even the mournful cry of our homeland after its past glory.
It is the most beautiful song, the most pitiful, the most soul I have ever heard
in the world."
”Doina” song is part of the Romanian folklore representing a lyrical,
vocal or instrumental song by which the Romanians express their deepest
feelings, such as longing, sadness, joy, love, luck.
"It is carried out in different styles in the representative regions Maramureş, Oaş, Năsăud, Făgăraş, Banat, Mehedinţi, Gorj, Vâlcea, Dolj,
Teleorman, Nordul Moldovei, Vrancea" (Barbu-Iuraşcu V., is the one from
Maramureş (Fig.3).
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In Oltenia it is most often encountered in the Timoc-HomoleMorava region, where it is called "frânturele" (meaning tiny scrambles or
left-overs). The name "doina" is preserved in Moldova, this perimeter
including the Romanians in Bucovina and Bessarabia. In Banat, in the
eastern region it is called "hora” (dance in a ring) or ”song over the hill" (or
”song about forest living”, and in Bihor where it was developed, doina's
terminology is known as the "mountain" or "song of the codru". In the
Transylvanian area it is called "long mountain".
The specific instruments that the musician can use in the song of
Doina are pear leaf, grass, fish scales, flute, swans.
Ceramic/ Pottery of Horezu
The pottery/ ceramics specific to this place draw attention to two
traditional components: reddish clay with an individual chroma and
symbols used to represent zoomorphic elements such as the rooster, the
Horezu pottery emblem, which announces the victory of the Sun and of the
light upon night and darkness; the dove or the fish, symbols of Christianity;
vegetal elements such as fir trees (symbolizing immortality), wheat spirits
(prosperity), clover (lucky), rose buds; geometrical elements: circles,
spirals, concentric lines; other elements such as the star, the sun, the peacock
tail, the house snake or the tree of life.
The ceramics in Horezu (Fig. 4) are hand-operated on a special
wheel and are recognized by special techniques. Each step through which
the object can be obtained counts, such as choosing and extracting the earth,
leaching, kneading, cleansing, cutting, watering, kneading. All this makes
the earth a paste that the Horezu potters know how to transform it through
oxidative burning into red ceramics.
The pottery wheel is the most important tool because the shape of
the object is obtained by means of a special technique; a form of knowledge
of hand movements that only locals feel an master. Every potter leaves his
intuition and creativity to work, molding different models, an entirely
original way, yet all the craftsmen respect the order of the ceramic
processing stages. Their ability is to combine the colours that characterize
the personality of the Horezu pottery.
Flower is another stage by which the new product is decorated.
„Gaita” (a special instrument) is the element with which one can draw the
specific motifs of ceramics, consisting of a metallic needle attached to a
wooden stick.
”Iravitul” (a painting phase) is another stage by which the new
product is decorated.
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Fig. 3. - The spatial distribution of Doina
Source: Processing by Heritage List, Ministry of Culture, 2018

„Gaita” is the element by which the specific motifs of ceramics are
formed, consisting of a metallic needle attached to a wooden stick.
Another distinctive feature of the Horezu pottery is the enameling of
the vessels by two firing stages called "rust fire" and "enamel fire".
The resulting ceramic forms are: plates, bowls, cups, jugs, icons,
candle holders, vases.
"At present Horezu is the Romanian ceramic center that has been
preserved for over 300 years when some peasants began to work with clay,
initially only to cover their needs, most ceramic products became souvenirs
and spread throughout the world. "(Bogan E., 2013)
For the good capitalization and promotion of authentic techniques
and products, the "Cocosul de Hurez" National Fair of Ceramics was born
in 1971.
The resulting ceramic forms are plates, bowls, jugs, jugs, icons,
candle stands, vases.
"At present, Horezu is the Romanian ceramic pottery center that has
been preserved for over 300 years, since the moment when some peasants
began to work with clay, initially only to meet their needs, while afterwards
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most ceramic products have become souvenirs and have spread throughout
world. "(Bogan, 2013)
For a good capitalization and promotion of authentic techniques and
products, there was founded in 1971 at " Cocosul de Hurez” National
Ceramics Fair.

Fig. 4. - Spatial distribution of Horezu Ceramics
Source: Processing by Heritage List, Ministry of Culture, 2018

The male gang door-to-door carol singing
This is practiced throughout the country, especially in rural areas,
where traditions are preserved, and constitutes an ancient calendar ritual,
which announces the coming of winter holidays (Figure 5). It dates back to
the 17th century and is mentioned for the first time in the Pastor Andreas
Mathesius's Memorial. This one reminded the young people who were
walking around the Christmas, ritual considered a pagan custom. Initially,
the door- to- door carol singing was a foreteller of the Roman origin winter
solstice (the male gang was organized by the leader, and later on he was
sacrificed). At present, the carol has both pre-Christian and Christian
meanings.
The carol singing is performed as follows:
-A group of unmarried men goes and wanders door to door/ from
house to house.
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-The carol starts at the front of the window and then arrives inside
the host’s house.
-The carol singers get from the host ritual gifts such as apples,
walnuts, rolls of bread, wine, money.
-If the hosts proved unhospitable to them, the carol singers were
practicing an anti-ritual called the carol un-binding and proceeded to some
extreme gestures such as pulling the gates out of the hinges or fouling them
with residual fuel oil.
-The ritual is interpreted vocally, in some areas accompanied by
instruments such as: bagpipe flutes, drums, violin etc., while in
Transylvania the carol singing ritual included dance as well.
-The carols were dedicated to the hosts based on their age, gender,
social status, profession. A particular type of carol is the mourning,
sustained in the homes where someone died recently, specific to Banat or
Maramures region.
-The end of the ritual is made by glare/ hurry up encouragement,
which is a ritual practiced in the field, culminating in the symbolic sacrifice
of the leader by throwing him/ her in a river and by preparing a festive meal
with the gifts received from the hosts.

Fig. 5. – Spatial distribution of Male gang door-to door carol singing
Source: Processing by Heritage List, Ministry of Culture, 2018
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Within the Carol song, the most important features are the refrain
and the wish expressed in folklore or religious motives, which have several
functions the significance of which shows the evolution and adaptation of
the ritual to the life of the community.
Nowadays, there is a danger of degradation of tradition, because of
the priests who want to transform this custom from an unorthodox into a
Christian one, or because of media influences, especially in urban areas.
This negative impact can lead in the long run to the loss of the ritual identity.
The Young men gang ritual of Ticus
It is a Romanian folk dance that is distinguished by a special
technique consisting of the hitting of the feet with the palm, movements
dating back to the 18th century. These are called tips. When these tips are
played in the group, they are alternated with so-called walks - simpler
movements (usually performed in lateral movements) and shouting. Walks
are made of the need for rest after tips, demanding high energy consumption.
In all these games, dancers are not linked by each other, because it gives the
individual the possibility to act independently and each man can strengthen
his status in the community. The best dancers have their own figures during
the performance in order to demonstrate their personal qualities.
.

Fig. 6. – Spatial distribution of Young men gang ritual of Ticus
Source: Processing by Heritage List, Ministry of Culture, 2018
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Traditional fabrics manufacturing techniques
This phenomenon is spread throughout the country, especially in
peasant households, where traditional weaving techniques are well
represented in Maramures, Molodova and Oltenia (Fig.7). The fabrics can
also be manufactured in the specialized workshops of the monasteries, the
most popular of which are Agapia, Văratec, Hurezi and Tismana, or by
small family associations’ initiative, such as Australis Prod SRL (Bechet,
Dolj county) and Nemţeanca (Târgu Neamţ, Neamţ County).
The craft of traditional carpets is practiced as a domestic activity,
passed on from generation to generation. Girls have to learn since early ages
to work on fabrics because they formed important elements of their dowry,
and the weaving had initiatory values, considering that girls who do not
know how to weave are not ready for marriage. This activity requires a very
demanding physical effort because both arms and legs are used to press the
pedals of the horizontal weaving machinery, allowing the insertion of the
sucker with the wires of the cloth net, while at the vertical one, the woolen
threads are hand-woven among the yarns of the weaving net, then "beaten"
with "comb" or "fork".
The materials used in the past were cotton and hemp, while the
colors were later on applied by dyeing the wool in the household with
vegetal pigments. Only after 1900 din colors change, when chemical dyes
appeared.
There are different techniques of weaving fabrics, such as that of the
weaving on models by choosing threads with the usage of the sticks of the
weaving machinery (called ”speteaza”), as it has been practised in Oltenia
and Muntenia; the weaving by choosing ”in chilim” (in which the threads
are curved, interrupted at the places of the models), as practised in Moldova;
weaving by choosing among the yarns and above the yarns, practised in
Banat and Dobrogea.
The oldest motifs are the geometric ones, which illustrate the water,
the earth, the clouds, later on developing the floral and vegetal motifsstylized depending on the area, with symbols such as shamrock / clover,
roses, basil, daffodils.
Symbolic motifs like the tree of life and the fir-tree.
Zoomorphic reasons: horse and rider, make up one of the most
common motifs on the Maramureş, Moldavian and Oltenian barks of the
19th century. Birds have symbolic value.
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of the traditional methods of weaving fabrics
Source: Processing by Heritage List, Ministry of Culture, 2018

Female anthropomorphic and male motifs stylized to abstraction.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Royal House of
Romania founded carpet weaving workshops in order to promote traditional
barks as specific fabrics in urban environments s well, not only in rural
areas. The finest fabrics were presented at exhibitions in Europe and
America.
Mărţişorul/ The symbol of March (spring)
"The Day of 1st March is known for the pre-Christian holiday called
Martişor." (Dumitrescu F., 2013)
The phenomenon is spread throughout Romania, but there are some
representative centers for making the element, starting with the city of
Bucharest and in some communes like Buciumi, Sălaj, Cepleniţa and
Cucuteni, Iaşi, Giurgiţa, Dolj, Mihail Kogălniceanu, Constanta County
(Figure 8).
The celebration of ”Martisor” is a tradition that announces the
coming of spring, which has been transmitted since antiquity, and involves
the making and wearing of a twisted yarn (wool, cotton or silk) in both white
and red colors. Its chromatic has a special symbolism: white means purity,
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a new beginning, and red color means vitality or love. In the past, the
Martisor was made by women and was given to the people in the village.
They could wear it on March 1, attached on the chest, neck, ankle or hand,
for a few days or even weeks, depending on the region.
In the rural area the Marticor is hanged on a blossoming branch,
stands under a stone, or drops into a fountain or in the garden. It is believed
that this object offers protection and health, and that is why it could also be
attached to the animals' horns or at the gate of the household.

Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of the centers producing March symbols (Martisoare)
and the territory in which this one is celebrated.
Source: Processing by The Heritage List, by Ministry of Culture, 2018

In the urban environment, the ”Martisor” is undergoing changes due
to the influences of the media and the high degree of consumption. The
”Martisor”is produced on industrial scale by the addition of pendants made
of metal, wood or glass, being mainly given to female people, with their
symbolism. For example, a horseshoe, four-leaf clover hamrock or coaster
wishes and brings the bearer's luck.
It is considered that this element called “Martisor” has several
functions, namely: a festive function, marking a calendar date (1 Marchbeginning of spring), a social function because it has the role of cohesion of
the members of rural community, a national identity function, an economic
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function that generates the trade with “Martisoare” on a large scale, an
affective function because it shares joy, and last, but not least, a symbolic
function.
CONCLUSIONS
This material presents a constituent part of the Romanian heritage,
consisting of an ensemble of tangible and intangible cultural elements,
which through the quality of the documentation and the illustrative support
has reached its goal to highlight the main immaterial objectives. Through
this study and by correct promotion, they can be preserved and transmitted
to future generations as common property of society.
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